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Project code ROHU-271 

Project title The Minority Question in the ROHU cross-border area: Slovak Culture, 

Tradition and History without Borders 

Priority axis 6 - Promoting cross-border cooperation between institutions and 

citizens (Cooperation of institutions and communities) 

Investment 

priority 

11/b2 - Promoting legal and administrative cooperation and 

cooperation between citizens and institutions. Cooperation for 

citizens. 

Objective 

The main overall objective of our project is to promote the traditions, 

culture and common history of the Slovak communities, in the 

context of cross-border cooperation and relationship at the 

Romanian-Hungarian border. A key aim of this project is to preserve 

Slovak folk traditions in close relationship with the Romanian and 

Hungarian traditions and history, and to recover our local and 

regional culture, so that the legacy of our ancestors will not be 

forgotten.  

The aims behind the project are to enhance the conservation and 

identity of this cross-border cultural heritage in order to stimulate the 

expansion, consolidation and diversification of economic activities 

related to tourism, cultural activities, entertainment, services and 

trade in the area. 

Partnership 
Lead Beneficiary: Sinteu Commune (Romania) 

Project Beneficiary: Organization of Slovaks from Csaba (Hungary)                            

TOTAL 

Budget 

€ 71,500.00, out of which ERDF € 60,775.00 

Summary 

The following activities are forseen to be implemented within the 

project: 

 

 - workshops 

 - “Living Slovak Museum: A Museum of Slovak Culture and Traditions” 

event 

 

Project results: 

- since the intensity level of cross-border cooperation is measured 

in the number and quality of cooperation initiatives, and in the 

number of participants of cooperation initiatives, this project 

aims to prove initiatives that have a high impact on both 

communities involved in the project. In this respect, partners will 

develop and organize a multi-annual event of sharing Slovak 

culture, art, tradition and history that will happen two times 

during the project implementation, and after termination, yearly 

in Şinteu and Bekescsaba. The event will be called “Living Slovak 
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Museum: A Museum of Slovak Culture and Traditions”. We expect 

that there will be 1.025 participants per event. Partners and 

representatives of their communities will meet several times 

during this project: 4 joint project management meetings - in 

order to proper manage and organize the entire project; 2 official 

meetings – 1 workshop in Şinteu and 1 in Bekescsaba, in order to 

debate Slovak minority issues, to find ways of promoting Slovak 

culture and traditions, to establish contacts between 

communities and organizations related to Slovak ethnic minority 

from Romania and Hungary. 

 

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


